
Australia’s Integrated Marine Observing System (IMOS) was established in 2007 as part of a Federal Government funded research infrastructure program.  
IMOS is designed to be a fully integrated national system of observing equipment to monitor the open oceans and coastal marine environment around 
Australia, covering physical, chemical and biological variables.  All data is freely and openly available through the IMOS Ocean Portal for use by the marine and 
climate science community and its stakeholders. 

imos@imos.org.au
www.imos.org.au

Collaboration to improve observations and models
Close collaboration between marine observing and coastal and ocean modelling is essential. 
Modellers require observations to develop and validate the models, and in some cases, to assimilate 
data. In turn, observing system simulation experiments can be run on models, providing insight 
into designing more efficient and effective future observing systems. Modelling activities provide a 
major pathway for IMOS data to be taken up and used to have broader relevance and impact.

IMOS supports near real time observations that are already incorporated into global ocean models 
(eg Argo, SOOP XBT, SST and air-sea-fluxes, and calibration/validation of satellite SST and altimetry). 
It has developed other near real time data streams from technologies such as ocean gliders, marine 
mammals equipped with satellite tags, and ocean radar, that have the potential to be incorporated into 
ocean models. IMOS has targeted its observational capability to better align with regional modelling 
activities in areas such as the Great Barrier Reef, Darwin Harbour, North West Shelf, Great Australian 
Bight and south east Tasmania. Through the IMOS OceanCurrent website (http://oceancurrent.
imos.org.au/) observations of ocean surface currents are mapped and available on a daily basis.
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BLUELink:
BLUElink is a joint research project between the Bureau of Meteorology, CSIRO and the Royal 
Australian Navy to develop an operational ocean forecasting system (Ocean Model, Analysis and 
Prediction System (OceanMAPS)). It is designed to provide information on oceanic conditions 
to help maritime operators to manage their activities in Australian waters. OceanMAPS is 
composed of an ocean model, a data assimilation system, real-time observations and real-time 
atmospheric forcing. Current IMOS real time observations that have been incorporated into 
the BLUElink Ocean Data Assimilation System include temperature and salinity measurements 
from Argo floats, surface and profile measurements from Ships Of Opportunity and CTDs from 
animal tags (from the GTS), satellite SST, and satellite altimetry. As BLUElink evolves beyond 2014 
additional observations of ocean currents and salinity are needed. These can be provided by IMOS 
ocean radars, near real time ocean gliders, and marine mammals equipped with satellite tags. 

MARVL:
Working with the National eResearch Collaboration Tools and Resources (NeCTAR) program, 
IMOS has secured additional funding to support a Marine Virtual Laboratory (MARVL, http://
www.marvl.org.au/). It will automate many steps in preparing models to make simulation and 
analysis much faster. MARVL is a web-based application which provides a range of different 
community ocean and wave models (eg ROMS, SHOC, MOM, WW3, SWAN) with options 
including selectable model specifications, configuration for a region and time period, selectable 
initial and forcing data and discovery of ocean data for validation.  Parent ocean model datasets 
used in MARVL include BRAN, HYCOM, GLORYS, OceanMAPS and climate projections. 

IMOS is a national collaborative research 

infrastructure, supported by Australian 

Government.  It is led by University of Tasmania in 

partnership with the Australian marine & climate 

science community.

t The IMOS Ocean Portal ensures that all data is discoverable 
and accessible through a single information infrastructure. 

Historical fragmentation has been overcome and institutional 
strengths are being leveraged to create a genuinely national 
capability. All data on the Ocean Portal is freely and openly 

available to the marine and climate science community     
(http://imos.aodn.org.au/imos/).

s The observations are delivered by a suite of technology-
based Facilities, operated by multiple institutions from across 
the nation.  IMOS observations are guided by societal needs 
for improved ocean information, and focused through science 
planning undertaken collaboratively across the Australian marine 
and climate science community.

t MARVL is a new development in modeling frameworks allowing non-specialist users to 
configure and run a model, to bring the researcher faster to the stage of simulation and analysis. 

Below is an example output of sea surface temperature from AVHRR observations (left) and 
MARVL simulation output (right) for south eastern Tasmania.

IMOS Facilities:
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t 24-hour average forecast of sea surface temperature and surface current vectors for the 
Tasman Sea on 28 October 2013. The image is produced from the Bureau of Meteorology’s 

operational ocean forecast system (OceanMAPSv2.2). OceanMAPS is developed by the BLUElink 
project, a partnership of the Bureau of Meteorology, CSIRO and the Royal Australian Navy.


